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Abstract

A three-dimensional random walk model was developed to evaluate the impact of column geometry on separation
efficiency in chromatography systems driven by electroosmotic flow. Contributions of injection plug length, cross-sectional
area of channels, and aspect ratio of rectangular channels were examined in these simulation studies. Sample plug length had
no impact on efficiency until it exceeded roughly 0.4% of the channel length. Plate height increased rapidly with increasing
k9 as expected, almost doubling in going from k950.25 to 0.35. Channel geometry also had a major effect on efficiency.
Plate height increased sharply in rectangular channel columns until the channel aspect ratio reached 4–8. But the effect of
channel depth was even more dramatic. Minimum plate height (H ) was roughly half that of the channel depth in idealmin

21cases. H in a 1032 mm channel was at 1.6 mm s . Rectangular channels comparable to those obtained bymin

microfabrication are equivalent to packed column capillary electrochromatography columns in all cases.  2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction no loss in efficiency until the minor axis is so large
the capillary has trouble dissipating Joule heat [5]. In

There is great interest today in microfabricated this case, thermal effects compromise efficiency.
separation systems on chips [1–4]. A frequent ques- There has also been concern over injection efficiency
tion is how these systems relate to conventional in chips. Again theoretical analyses of electrokinetic
column technology in terms of efficiency. As op- focusing and injection at channel junctions show
posed to the cylindrical channels in open tubular there is no problem [6,7]. In fact, smaller sample
capillaries, channels in microfabricated systems are ‘‘plugs’’ can be injected in chips and shorter columns
trapezoidal or rectangular in cross section. Having can be used.
one axis larger than the other raises the question of Liquid chromatographic separations are also of
whether this will impact either efficiency or some interest in the chip format [8–12]. Because mobile
operational parameter of the system. Theoretical phase mass transfer is known to be much more
analyses with capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) important in liquid chromatography (LC) than CZE,
have shown that even when the major cross sectional the issue of whether greater diffusion path length
axis is 10–100-times that of the minor there will be along the lateral axis of microfabricated channels

will compromise efficiency arises again. A com-
parison of the separation efficiency in cylindrical and*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-317-4941-648; fax: 11-317-

4940-359. rectangular capillaries of the same cross sectional
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area has shown that in this special case rectangular system at the velocity of the mobile phase, i.e., there
capillaries will be of slightly higher efficiency was no electrophoretic mobility component to their
[13,14]. The crucial issue of the impact of capillary migration. A third was that all analytes were point-
geometry on separation efficiency when the channel like in dimensions and did not interact with mobile
width is held constant in the range of 2 mm has not phase constituents. Another assumption was that at
been examined. It is critical in LC systems that the beginning of each migration increment, analyte
channel width be ,2 mm to minimize mobile phase molecules started from known, but potentially differ-
mass transfer limitations. It is the objective in this ent positions. Still another was that binding and
paper to develop an algorithm for evaluating the desorption of analytes was totally random. The
separation efficiency of open tubular capillaries that possibility of competition or displacement was not
will allow the relationship between capillary geome- considered. And finally, it was assumed that zeta
try and efficiency to be examined. This will be done potential at sorbent surfaces did not impact the
through a simulation model of random walk trans- absorption process.
port. The new position of each analyte molecule at the

end of each time increment was calculated using two
transport components; that from electroosmotic flow

2. Theory (EOF) alone and the other from random diffusion.
This incremental transport process was repeated until

Separation efficiency in liquid chromatography all molecules reached the detection region. During
columns is generally analyzed with models origina- this process, boundary conditions were applied
ting from the work of van Deemter et al. [15] and whenever there was a collision or interaction be-
Giddings [16] dealing with packed columns. Neither tween molecules and the stationary phase at the wall.
of these models addresses contributions of column The simulation at the end of each time increment
geometry to efficiency. Fortunately, fluid dynamics followed a serial process; computation of position on
and analyte transport is considerably simpler in open the basis of EOF transport, evaluation of dispersion
tubular capillaries than packed columns. Fluid flow by diffusion, and analysis of the interaction with
is much more streamlined and there is a general stationary phase when the molecule is computed to
absence of stagnant mobile phase mass transfer be at the channel wall. After the simulation at the
limitations in capillaries. This lead to the efforts end of each time increment, the molecular population
described below to develop a random walk algorithm was summed in discrete segments of time (or dis-
that describes the chromatographic process as a tance) and smoothed by the Levenberg–Marquardt
summation of the paths of individual molecules method [17].
through a column.

The basic random walk algorithm developed for
2.1. Diffusionthese studies is as follows. Initially, a predetermined

number of molecules are randomly distributed in a
Molecular diffusion was simulated using a three-loading zone defined in cross section by the geome-

dimensional random walk algorithm. Each dimensiontry of the separation channel and in length by being
was assumed to be fully independent. The probabili-some multiple of channel width, generally two. Flow
ty function of molecular diffusion step length in eachat constant velocity is then initiated in the capillary
time increment of all molecules was derived from thefor a predetermined time increment. At the end of
Gaussian profile:this time increment, flow was interrupted and the

migration position of each analyte molecule calcu-
2 21 / 2 2 2lated based on the following assumptions. One was P 5 (2ps ) exp[2(r 2 m) /2s ] (1)

that liquid transport was due to electroosmosis and
migration velocity was thus identical at all point where r is the diffusion step length in each time

2across the lateral axes of the capillary. A second was increment (dt) and s is standard variance (given by
that the analytes were neutral and swept through the the Einstein–Smoluchoswsi equation [18]), and m is
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the most probable diffusion step length. The term m increment of 0.1 ms. A similar result was obtained
is defined as follow [19] for time increment of 1.0 ms, and time increment of

1.0 ms was chosen in most of the simulation studies
1 / 2m 5 (4Ddt) (2) reported here to manage computation time. The

exception was when desorption time from the
where D is diffusion coefficient. The diffusion stationary phase was very short. In this case a time
algorithm was implemented by first randomly select- increment of 0.1 ms was used to allow the probabili-
ing the diffusion step length traveled by each mole- ty distribution of diffusion step length to still have a
cule during the time increment (dt) using the prob- Gaussian profile.
ability distribution in Eq. (1) and then randomizing
the direction of migration across the Cartesian 2.2. Electroosmotic transport
coordinates (x, y, z). At the end of each time
increment the position of each molecule is recorded EOF results from the formation of an ionic double
and used in the simulation for the next time incre- layer at capillary walls. When voltage is applied
ment. This process is repeated until all molecules across a length of capillary this ionic layer moves
reach the end of the column. and liquid in the capillary is swept along. A theoret-

The variance for 10 000 molecules was monitored ical examination of EOF in cylindrical capillaries
as a function of simulation time in an effort to verify [20] has concluded that velocity is virtually constant
the diffusion algorithm. All molecules were consid- at all points across the radial axis. The flat profiles of
ered to be totally free in solution, i.e., they did not EOF in both cylinder and rectangular capillaries have
interact with the wall. The simulated results were also been visualized [21,22]. Therefore, uniform zeta
compared with predictions based on the Einstein– potential and electroosmotic flow are assumed
Smoluchowski equation [18]. As seen in Fig. 1, good throughout the system. Although flow at the walls is
agreement is observed for diffusion coefficients in zero, capillary dimensions are on the order of

24 28 2 21the range of 10 to 10 cm s using a time micrometers whereas the thickness of the double

Fig. 1. A comparison of the Einstein–Smoluchowski and three-dimensional random walk methods of evaluating diffusion. The solid line is
a plot of variance predicted by the Einstein–Smoluchowski equation [16]. The symbols are values obtained by simulation with analyte

28 2 21 27 2 21 26 2 21 25 2 21 24 2 21diffusion coefficient values of (^) 10 cm s ; (y) 10 cm s ; (h) 10 cm s ; (s) 10 cm s ; and (*) 10 cm s .
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layer is on the order of the Debye radius which is where a is the channel depth, b is channel width, and
only a few nanometers. This also means that in L is channel length.
chromatographic systems with the stationary phase at When a molecule encounters the channel wall it
the capillary wall, molecules will not pass a mobility may either be adsorbed into the stationary phase,
interface when they pass between the mobile and undergo an elastic collision and be deflected away
stationary phase. from the wall back into the mobile phase immedi-

ately, or collides and diffusion away in next time
increment. The probability that a molecule will2.3. Retention
undergo a transition to the surface adsorbed state is
given asKinetics of the chromatographic partitioning pro-

jcess is frequently described in terms of the constant K N m→sj ]]P 5 (7)m→s jNK 5 kt l / kt l (3)d a

jwhere N is the number of molecules moving intom→swhere kt l is the average time required for an analyted the adsorbed state during the jth time increment andto desorb from the stationary phase and kt l is thea jN is the total number of molecules reaching theaverage time required for absorption per unit length
channel wall during the time increment. Accordingof column. In addition to being connected to tem- jto Eq. (4), N can be given asm→sperature, interfacial surface area, and mobile phase

j j jviscosity, this constant is also strongly related to N 5 k9N 2 N (8)m→s m sbonding energy [16]. At a macroscopic level, chro-
jwhere N is the number of molecules remaining inmatographic migration rate is often expressed in m

jthe mobile phase and N is the number of moleculesterms of a capacity factor (k9) in which s

already adsorbed at the jth time increment. After
k9 5 N /N 5 t /t (4)s m s m randomly selecting a number of molecules moving

into the adsorbed state, the rest of the moleculeswhere N is the number of moles of analyte in thes
reaching the channel wall during the jth time incre-stationary phase, N is number of moles of analyte inm
ment are either going to undergo elastic collision orthe mobile phase, t is the time analyte spends in thes
enter the stationary phase. These two possibilitiesstationary phase and t is the time spent in them
have an equal probability of 0.5. If a molecule passesmobile phase. These terms may be more specifically
into the absorbed state, molecular diffusion willrelated to the physical characteristics of the system
occur in two dimensions on the surface until it isby the equation
again desorbed into the mobile phase. Considering

A s desorption to be a Poisson process [23], desorption]k9 5 K ? 5 K f (5)d dV time, t , is given asm d

where K is the chromatographic distribution coeffi- t 5 2 kt l log (z ) (9)d d d
cient, A is the specific surface area of the sorbent,s

where z is a random number given by a uniformV is the specific volume of the mobile phase, and fm
random generator.is the phase ratio. These variables in the case of

In this study, adsorption was considered to be arectangular channels fabricated by gas phase etching
diffusion controlled process, and kt l is given asaare given by the equations

jtjA 5 2(a 1 b)L (6a)s ]kt l 5 1/N O (10)a m→s jd
jV 5 abL (6b) where t is the time the jth molecule spent in them

mobile phase after it last departed from the surface
and jand d is the distance the jth molecule traveled in the

j
f 5 2(a 1 b) /ab (6c) direction of flow during the time period t . Combin-
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ing Eqs. (3), (5) and (10) and substituting them into also examined at various stages of the simulation
process to confirm that separations were proceedingEq. (9) produces a relationship between t and k9.d

in a logic fashion (data not shown). Computer codeUsing k9 as a free parameter, desorption time (t ) cand
11 11j used in this study was written in C using Cbe determined. It should be noted that d cannot be

j Builder 3.0 and was executed on a personal com-zero in Eq. (10) even though d could equal 0.0 in a
puter with a Pentium II, 333 MHz processor.three-dimensional random walk process. If this hap-

j j A comparison of simulated and experimental datapens, t /d is given a value to make t /t fall into as m

in Fig. 2 shows that they are in good agreement. Theregion given k960.005.
extent to which the theoretical and experimental
results agree led to the conclusion that the simple
random walk model described above is suitable to3. Results and discussion
evaluate the impact of channel geometry on sepa-
ration efficiency.The equations derived above were used to simu-

late average diffusion time, analyte position, and
3.1. Effect of channel geometry on averageplate height as a function of linear velocity and
diffusion timeanalyte diffusion coefficient in channels of different

geometry. Analyte was randomly distributed
The objective of this portion of the study was tothroughout a sample volume of length equal to twice

examine the impact of channel geometry on thethe channel width and identical in cross-sectional
average time taken by a molecule to diffuse to ageometry to that of the separation channel. Analyte
channel wall. Average diffusion time was calculateddiffusion coefficient in the mobile phase (D ) wasm

26 2 21 by the equationtaken to be 1.6?10 cm s whereas that used in
the stationary phase (D ) was set at D /2. At leasts m 1
three simulation runs were averaged to determine the ]]ktl 5 (11)

NOteffect of a given experimental parameter. Data were i

Fig. 2. Plate height curve of simulated and experimental results from open tubular capillary electrochromatography columns. The solid lines
were obtained by simulation. The symbols are values for data obtained from the literature [9] with channels of (^) 2332.9 mm; (h)
3334.7 mm; and (s) 4538.7 mm. k9 was arbitrarily chosen as 0.2, 0.21 and 0.25 for these three channels, respectively. Values set for other

3 23 26 2 21 27 2 21parameters were N510 , dt510 s, D 51.6?10 cm s , D 58?10 cm s and L52.7 cm.m s
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where N is the total number of molecules being 3.2. Effect of injection plug length on plate height
examined and t is the time required by the ithi

molecule to diffuse to the channel wall. Channel Sample may be loaded into microfabricated rec-
geometry is expressed in terms of an aspect ratio, tangular channels in two ways. One is known as the
which is defined as the ratio of the length of the floating sample loading method [24–26] and the
maximum lateral axis divided by that of the minor other is referred to as pinched sample loading or
axis. Henceforth the maximum lateral axis will be crossed-channel injection [8,26]. The pinched load-
referred to as the channel width and the minor axis ing scheme is most widely used because it provides
will be described as the channel depth. greater temporal stability and allows more precise

Simulations (Fig. 3) show that average diffusion control of plug length [26]. Pinched sample loading
time (ktl) of an analyte to a channel wall increases was simulated in these studies by assuming sample
sharply as aspect ratio increases, reaching a maxi- was loaded into the channel ‘‘cross’’ and injected
mum at aspect ratios of 4–8 with all channel depths. instantaneously, electric field strength was uniformly
Beyond an aspect ratio of 10 there is no increase in distributed, and the shape of the plug was identical to
ktl at any channel depth. Because channel width is that of the channel intersection.
always greater than channel depth in rectangular The contribution of injection plug length to plate
capillaries, channel depth has the greatest impact on height (h) in CZE has been estimated in cylindrical
ktl. When channel depth is 1.5 mm or less, analytes capillaries [27] by the equation
obviously diffuse to the channel walls very quickly

2without regard to channel ratio. It may be further l
]]h 5 (12)concluded from this figure that square (aspect ratio 12L

of 1) or cylindrical capillaries provide much higher
efficiency than rectangular capillaries of the same where l is the length of the injected sample and L is
channel width. Lateral diffusion along the major axis the length of the separation channel. It can be seen
of rectangular capillaries substantially compromises that smaller injection length will give better ef-
efficiency up to an aspect ratio of 4–8. ficiency. Simulations (Fig. 4) in the case of mi-

Fig. 3. The average time required for analyte diffusion to channel walls as a function of channel aspect ratio. s represents data for a 1.5 mm
4 23 26 2 21channel depth; ^, 2 mm; h, 5 mm; and y, 10 mm. Values set for other parameters were N510 , dt510 s and D 510 cm s .m
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Fig. 4. The effect of sample plug length on system plate height. y represents data for a 1.0 cm channel length; h, 2.7 cm channel length,
3 23 26 2 21 27 2 21and dot line is baseline. Values set for other parameters were N55?10 , dt510 s, D 51.6?10 cm s , D 58?10 cm s andm s

k950.25.

crofabricated channels were undertaken using a 1032 high k9 values. It is interesting that H doubles with
mm rectangular geometry and separation path lengths the small change in k9 from 0.25 to 0.35.
of 1.0 and 2.7 cm. The baseline shows the plate
height predicted as the injection plug length ap- 3.4. Effect of aspect ratio and channel width on
proaches zero. It is seen in Fig. 4 that plate height plate height
increases little beyond the baseline until the injection
plug length begins to exceed roughly 0.4% of the It was noted in Fig. 3 that both channel depth and
column length. This means the maximum injection aspect ratio impacted the average diffusion time (ktl)
plug length in the 1.0 and 2.7 cm columns will be 40 of an analyte to channel walls. Whereas ktl was
and 108 mm, respectively. As injection plug length proportion to channel depth, increases in ktl reached
increases to 4% of the column length, more than a plateau at aspect ratio greater than 4–8. Having
60% of column efficiency is lost in the 1.0 cm selected optimum injection plug lengths and noted
column. These observations are similar to those the effect of k9 and plate height, it is possible to
predicted from Eq. (12). examine the effect of channel depth and aspect ratio

on plate height. At a constant aspect ratio of 5, it is
3.3. Effect of capacity factor on plate height seen in Fig. 6 that the minimum plate height (H )min

in a 2 mm deep channel is less than half that of a 4.3
Simulations of plate height (H ) as a function of mm channel. Furthermore, H is achieved at highermin

analyte capacity factor (k9) in an 4538.7 mm linear velocity and plate height still does not exceed
21channel of 2.7 cm length (Fig. 5) show that H 2 mm at 3 mm s in the smaller 2 mm deep channel.

increases with k9. This is as expected. The great All of these characteristics are expected and desir-
difference in analyte velocity between the mobile able. It should be noted however, that the impact of
and stationary phases increases zonal dispersion as Joule heating on column efficiency at high mobile
the analyte spends more time in the mobile phase at phase velocity was not examined in these studies.
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Fig. 5. The effect of capacity factor on plate height. y represents data for k950.35; s, k950.25. Values set for other parameters were
3 23 26 2 21 27 2 21N55?10 , dt510 s, D 51.6?10 cm s , D 58?10 cm s and L52.7 cm.m s

Heat dissipation will also be related to channel (Fig. 7), even though a much more favorable aspect
geometry. When deeper channels of 8.7 and 22.5 mm ratio of 2 is being used in the case of the 45322.5
are used, plate height and H increase substantially mm channel. These studies confirm the observationmin

Fig. 6. The impact of channel depth on plate height at a fixed aspect ratio. s is for data derived from a 1032 mm channel; D, 22.534.3
3 23 26 2 21 27 2 21

mm; and y, 4538.7 mm.Values set for other parameters were N510 , dt510 s, D 51.6?10 cm s , D 58?10 cm s , L52.7 cmm s

and k950.25.
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Fig. 7. The effect of aspect ratio on plate height. y is for data derived from a 4534.3 mm channel; h, 4538.7 mm; and D, 45322.5 mm
3 23 26 2 21 27 2 21channel. Values set for other parameters were N510 , dt510 s, D 51.6?10 cm s , D 58?10 cm s , L52.7 cm and k950.25.m s

made in Fig. 3 that channel depth is a dominant issue ing oblique diffusion along the major lateral axis of
in the efficiency of microfabricated chromatography the channel. These mobile phase mass transfer
columns. It is also worth noting that both the limitations reach a maximum at aspect ratios of 4–8.
observed efficiencies of microfabricated CEC col- Most rectangular capillary electrochromatography
umns [8] and those predicted in this paper are systems reported in the literature were of equal or
comparable to the efficiencies of current packed greater aspect ratio, meaning they were operating at
capillary electrochromatography columns. a point of lowest efficiency.

Third, it is concluded that the separation efficiency
of open tubular systems can be comparable to the

4. Conclusions current generation of packed columns. From the
limited data in the literature, it has been seen that the

First, it may be concluded that a simple three- plate height is always less than the channel depth.
dimensional random walk model can be used to Simulations presented here indicate that a low k9,
evaluate the contribution of geometric parameters, plate height can be less than half the channel depth.
partitioning properties, and analyte diffusion coeffi- Current fabrication technology can give channels of
cient to the efficiency of chromatography columns 1.5–2.0 mm in depth. Although open tubular rectan-
when the separation is driven by electroosmotic flow. gular channels provide lower efficiency than cylin-
These studies have shown that it is much easier to drical channels, they are still more efficient than
examine the impact of sample plug size, viscosity, current packed columns. Still higher efficiency could
k9, or channel geometry through modeling than by be expected if it is possible to fabricate sub-micron
experimentation. The cost and time involved in depth channels.
fabricating a large number of chips of different Finally, it is concluded that capillary electrochro-
channel geometry would be large. matography systems with a single channel of 2 mm

Second, it is concluded that rectangular channels of less in depth are most likely not practical. They
provide lower separation efficiency in chromato- would be difficult to fabricate and even if con-
graphic systems than cylindrical channels by allow- structed would be easily plugged by particles or
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